
LjM II Danrel Guss <danielgtiss@gmaiLc0m>

Roger; proof of more illegal sales. Photos and address.
commisiofi <comrni$$ionerwo!fson@gmail.eom> Thu, Aug 28, 2014 at 1 ;32 PM 
To: Daniel Guss <danielguss@gmail.com>

It’s a leaking rowboat. Dan. No way to plug all the holes at once. I'm doing my 
best.

On Aug 28. 2014. at 120 PM Daniel Guss <darneiguss@gmail.com> wrote'

My concern is that you’re not doing this now, at least not in a public way. The 
charade of 8.807 animals touted as 'adopted'1 when in fact they were sitting in 
cages should have been a red flag. If that were just my making a mountain out of 
a molehill, then why did the city revert its numbers to correct that, but without 
public disclosure?

It's the same with the euthanasia claim being down. Well, when you charge the 
public S25 to drop off an animal in need - whether or not the animal is theirs - you 
virtually lock the front door of the shelters. And when you don’t know EXACTLY 
whether every animal who leaves the building is in a home or not. or warehoused, 
dead or transferred further, yeah, you could say the rate is down, but It is as 
irresponsible as the fake adoption rate.

It feels like you are more often than not looking to dismiss the current in favor of 
only looking to fixing things “down the road." The problems are here and now, and 
the animals in these predicaments, like those bred at the shit hole auto repair 
business, deserve to be spoken for now. I mean, have you collectively done 
anything to stop the sale of breeder permits to THIS place and places like it?
What do you think becomes of those animals? Beyond the breeding (and sates) 
are you not the bit troubled that you can’t do anything about the filthy oil flowing 
toward where this dog is laying?

On Thu. Aug 28. 2014 at 114 PM, Daniel Guss <daniefguss@gmail.com> wrote: 
if you don’t put revenue as Job 1, you’re missing the boat. I have laid out for 
you a minimum of $3.2mm she fails to bring in each year. You should find out 
why. That $3.2 could easily be $7mm or more.
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